
Battleship GT
Portable CNC Cutting Machine - Battleship GT

The New Style Portable Gantry Cutter !!

Firstly, Install the software on the PC,then convert DXF figure into NC code

Best Choice For Cutting More Than 2.0M In The Width, MAX 3.5M !

Cutting Precision 0.3MM

Dual Drive, M
ore Stable !

Update
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Battleship GT
Portable CNC Cutting Machine

Thin plate

The guide on the rail is 

double size than ever, 

each guider has 2 wheel.

Update into 3 electro-

magnetic valve for 

Oxyfuel cutting

    With the anti dust cooling

    fan.

The Aluminum support update 

40X80MM from 40X40MM;

The width of the machine car rail 

update 420MM from 320MM;

The rack update 17X17MM 1.5 

from 10X10MM 1.0.

The fix of the base is heavy U-
steel; the cross beam update 
80X100MM square steel from 
the 40X40MM Aluminum, Max 
support 150KG up.

Battleship GT use Aluminum + Steel style, it has the light and endurable and stable feature，
in addition we update the transmission details, the Battleship GT has more cutting performance:

The whole connection structure using 

the 40X80MM thick Aluminum, even 

on the bottom base.

Easy to Maintance, 

Simple to open and 

adjust the motor or 

replace the spare 

parts.

The powerful motor 

update, Panasonic 

servo system optional.

   Update the installation structure, 

   totally quick fix design, you will 

   more easy assemble the machine.

Military Promise, S
imple Installation !!

!

Removing the flex outside the lifer so it won’t wear out,
less fault rate
Put the PCB on the top of the THC so it won’t close to the torch 
and lifetime is longer
Flame and Plasma both are automatic 
The transmission speed of signal is 6 times of the traditional THC

ARCBRO New THC
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